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The relevance of  research subject  is caused by the following factors: 

- human feelings and emotions have always  been  one of the most important 

question in linguistics. Language is not only means of communication and 

information transferring, but also the way of expressing opinion, desire, criticism, 

etc. 

- human feelings help to understand  various situations of public and social 

character, for example in a political discourse, on debate,  in public meetings, etc. 

The purpose of the research is system investigation and analysis of an objective 

and subjective modality in the German syntax, as well as lexical and grammatical 

means of expression of a subjective modality in German and its semantic space. 

Research problems: 

1. To consider an objective modality from the point of view of various scientific 

disciplines. 

2. To describe and analyze grammatical means of expression of subjective 

modality in the  German language. 

3. To describe and analyze semantic space of modality and means of its expression. 

4. To carry out stylistic and pragmatical analysis means of expression of  

subjective modality in the texts of tourist advertizing and to reveal the emotional 

level of  its realization it in the speech. 

Scientific novelty and  theoretical importance of the research  can be defined as 

a specification and systematization of the phenomena concerning 

- understanding of modality essence  and ways of its expression; 



- identifying grammatical and semantic features of modal words and 

sentences; 

- defining of  general and specific characteristics of expression means of 

various modal forms in the German language. 

The practical value of research is as follows: 

-  basic positions and conclusions can be used in practice of further scientific 

researches; 

- basic positions and conclusions can be used in further practice, as the 

expert in the field of cross-cultural communication; 

-  the results of this research can be applied in further development of tourist 

brochures,  tours; 

- the results of this research can be applied in the theory and practice of 

teaching the German and Russian languages. 

The results of research: The use of modal words and constructions is caused by 

both external and internal factors.  The speaker gives the assessment to the events, 

using speech markers which make his speech more emotional: desires, doubt and 

assumptions.  Thanks to carried-out analysis the fact that in the German syntax 

expression of a subjective modality can be various becomes obvious: modal verbs, 

modal constructions having modal meaning, constructions with the infinitive with 

zu, modal words and particles. 

The results of research prove, that even such low-investigated phenomenon as a 

subjective modality in the German syntax is of great scientific interest because  in 

German, as we know, there are a lot of constructions and words expressing  

subjective relation of the speaker. 


